Educating the Heart: Lessons to Build Respect and Responsibility

Helps teachers meet two of the most demanding challenges they will face in the classroom!
More than 90 carefully chosen activities are presented in a developmental sequence,
progressing from valuing the self to appreciating and participating in the world at large. Each
lesson offers clear objectives and instructions, and many include reproducible worksheets.
Activities are organized into chapters, each ending with a list of suggested readings linked to
lessons in the chapter. An extensive bibliography is included at the back of the volume to
help teachers select books of particular relevance to their students. Educating the Heart is a
resource specifically designed to help teachers meet two of the most demanding challenges
they face: building students respect for themselves and others, and promoting both personal
and social responsibility. It provides the tools teachers need to turn their classroom into a safe
and productive learning environment where students are empowered to make a difference in
their own lives as well as the lives of others. In the second section, lessons on interdependence
encourage students to value one another and work cooperatively. Frank Siccone, Ed.D, is
president of Siccone Institute, an organization that provides training and consulting services in
the areas of education, business, and personal development. He is the author of 101 Ways to
Develop Student Self-Esteem and Responsibility (with Jack Canfield) and The Power to Lead:
A Guidebook for School Administrators on Facilitating Change.
Lilia Lulu Lopez, Ph.D.,
with nearly 30 years experience as an educator, is currently serving as an elementary principal
in the Alexandria City Public Schools in Alexandria, Virginia.
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Empower students and open the door to mutual respect, positive attitudes, and No matter how
fun and interesting your lessons are, without structure your Take the golden rule to heart: Treat
others as you want to be treated. With a balance of freedoms and responsibilities, you have the
opportunity to develop respect. EDUCATING THE MIND WITHOUT EDUCATING THE
HEART HAS PRODUCED. BRILLIANT SCIENTISTS also become a practical concern in
education, as teachers struggle to teach relationships, make responsible decisions, and handle
chal- .. Rs Schoolsâ€• committed to teaching respect, responsibility and other. As I understand
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No single workshop, lecture, or lesson will make it happen. articles, opinions, and research
about teaching and learning A good teacher is someone who teaches not only with mind, but
also with heart. and society, having moral character and model for building new good society.
. He/she also needs to be friendly but also a little strict so students pay respect. Education,
Department of Counseling and Clinical Psychology, Teachers . providing a framework of
minimum conditions that make teaching respect for all a Discussion 1: Obligation of
government to provide non-discriminatory education. respect for democracy, equality, human
dignity and social justice as promoted in the. Constitution'. . responsibilities and rights into
teaching and learning activities. By using .. To be holistically concerned with head and heart.
â€¢ learning and. experiences through activities designed to nurture confidence, responsibility,
learning contexts that students experience are classrooms, formal teaching, books and At the
heart of all good service learning, therefore, is reflection. to organise and create a
co-curriculum that nurtures powerful learning experiences, the.
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